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01. WHAT IS ELGALCOIN?

ElgalCoin is the world’s investment platform with a goal to establish a decentralized ecosystem
for financial operation across border. By building on the Blockchain system, the data of personal
information and transactions of investors are assuredly protected in the highest secure ways.
Our mission is to provide equal financial access for all by developing a more widely accessible
commercial platform and transforming the traditional economic system. ElgalCoin is applying
the utilize Blockchain technology, Big Data, and Artificial Intelligence to initiate a new era of the
investment industry.
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02. BUSINESS AREAS

Elgal is the company that brings together all the latest and most advanced technologies. Notably, two
of the systems that are making the revolution in all the contemporary industries, AI and Blockchain.
Unquestionably, Elgal is the best selection at present; our investors are always given priority to
ensure greatest assets and profits.
• ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TRADING ROBOT
- Develop and apply trading bot products based on Artificial Intelligence technology to
defeat all disadvantages as well as limitations of trading bot application recently. Moreover,
helping investors and traders to optimize profits and minimize risks to the lowest level.
• TECH LAB
- Invest in the field of research and improve existing technologies such as Blockchain, AI,
Big Data Analysis... to build new alternative versions more perfectly. Besides, analyze
and evaluate the potential technologies from start-up companies, thereby making
appropriate investment decisions to support possible projects. Moreover, gain profits
through owning stock from these start-up companies.
• E - STACKING
- E-Staking utility brings considerable income to the investors for a specific period. By fully
integrated with features and services as a traditional bank, our wallet's feature likes deposit
in a bank, and it will remunerate you with a high-interest rate at the end of the time specified
in the contract.
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03. TECHNICAL ASPECTS

• TOKEN FUNCTIONALITY ELGALCOIN’S TOKEN (EGC)
- ElgalCoin's tokens (EGC) are based on ERC20 algorithm by using the Ethereum
blockchain. The creation of the EGC is the first step towards the ElgalCoin's platform
operating on the decentralized Blockchain, utilizing a single global utility token with
which to invest.
- The primary function of ElgalCoin (EGC) is as a utility token at the core of the
ElgalCoin’s platform used for investing, exchanging and getting the interest rate in
our ecosystem. Tokens will be distributed to users from the Growth pool for work
completed, to provide liquidity, incentivizing desired behaviors, driving members to
particpate in and grow network effects. The token will be available for use within the
existing, operational ElgalCoin's platform, alongside cryptocurrencies to ensure
immediate utility for token holders.
• ELGALCOIN'S WALLET
- Blockchain system provides cryptocurrency a variety of solutions for storing assets.
There are offline and online wallets available for users having different attractive features
and specialties. Among all of these, ElgalCoin's storage wallet is more promising due
to its simple and convenient user interface and features. It perfectly integrates
safety with a fast and promising storage solution. This dedicated wallet service is
a potential answer to fight back and minimize the phishing and hacking attacks
which are standard on the exchange wallets. They are contracted with security
layering(s) of Advanced cryptographic algorithms.
- The idea behind the development of this e-wallet comes from the Strategic Vision
from the Elgal's leadership that users will be able to make an instant transaction quickly
and safely. ElgalCoin's wallet is an application that helps to realize this vision
effectively. Besides, our wallet application also integrates storage and receives
attractive interest from savings wallet (saving mode).
- ElgalCoin's wallet is the next-generation application designed to offer a global blockchain
wallet for sending, receiving, and storing cryptocurrencies for seamless and efficient method.
• SECURE
- The ElgalCoin's wallet is supported by many Network security: 689Cloud, Mimecast,
Antiy Labs, Synack, DBAPP Security Ltd, Fire Eye...
• LIGHTNING TRANSACTION
- The functions of our application are designed according to non-counteraction trades. No
more complicated procedures of banks, so all transactions are done as fast as lightning.
• HIGH INTEREST RATE
- By choosing the savings mode which integrated into ElgalCoin's wallet, investors can
transfer their cryptocurrencies and receive attractive interest rates of up to 2% per month.
• EXCHANGE TO MULTIPLE MAJOR COINS
- Providing utility for ElgalCoin (EGC), you can exchange it to several cryptocurrencies
pairs such as Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH) and Tether (USDT) with low exchange fees.
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04. MARKET DETAILS & STRATEGY

• GLOBAL FOOTPRINT WITH A STAGED REGIONAL FOCUS
- Strategically, the ElgalCoin's platform is positioned as a global online investment platform.
However, during the initial roll-out stage, it will focus its efforts on developing markets like
Asia, Southeast Asia. The analysis of the regional shows that the significant opportunity
for the ‘development’ of Blockchain and Cryptocurrency investment projects in precisely
this region.
- The second stage of the roll-out will concentrate on business in the following countries:
Japan, South Korea, China, Hong Kong, Singapore, Argentina, Brazil, Russia, and the
US. These countries are not only extremely aggressive in the cryptocurrency industry but
also they are researching and applying Blockchain technology for economic development
in their countries.
- If the ElgalCoin’s platform was to gain 20% market share as the first mover in this space,
it would result in an accumulation of USD 46.8 billion in crypto assets under management,
which at a profit margin of 0.5%, could result in USD 234 million annual profit within 2-3
years of operation in the core markets. When Elgal’s investment platform is present on
a global scale, especially in the countries mentioned above, total revenue can triple
that number.
• TARGETED INVESTOR SEGMENT AND POTENTIAL MARKET SIZE
- The ElgaCoinl's platform seeks to attract both types of investors are traditional and
cryptocurrency:
Traditional investors who aim for exposure to the new digital assets in a
secure, compliant way. These investors are interested in more long-term investments,
have limited technical background and prefer a simple user interface. They tend to have
limited experience with digital assets but are open to alternative investments.
Crypto investors from all over the world who want to diversify into more stable
alternatives such as real estate and private equity deploying cryptocurrencies. Many of
them come from developing countries and see the additional advantage in a safe-haven
jurisdiction which can protect their privacy and wealth.
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05. SECURITY

• END TO END ENCRYPTION (E2EE)
- End-To-End (E2E) is an end-to-end data encryption method that maintains all information switch
be safe, even to the founder and provider of that application, can not steal data information
because it has been transformed into a different type of character or other content.
The mission of E2E data encryption is to protect all data being stored on the system.
Encryption algorithms have the ability to verify the source of the transmitted data, ensuring
integrity that the data content will not be altered, canceled, or retrieved when sending data.
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- END-TO-END FEATURES:
- Security of computer network: the modern commercial network security platform
is the FortiGate device of Fortinet.
- Participate in management: FortiManager and FortiAnalyzer equipment.
- Secure data list: FortiDB device
- Server protection: By FortiClient device, FortiScan
- Protection of services: FortiGuard equipment
- Protect applications: FortiMail, FortiWeb devices.
• ADVANCED ENCRYPTION STANDARD
- AES stands for Advanced Encryption Standard, a conventional data encryption standard,
applied for many goals. AES is a symmetric block type encoding, which is a key to
encrypting and decrypting it all.
- The data is converted into a secure form in a few levels, starting with the standard size
plain text block, then inserting into the row and then coding. Each time there are levels to
replace, convert, mix. AES has many steps to take depending on the key length and used
for securely transferring data over the network.
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05. SECURITY

- AES is used to share files over HTTPS connections, more secure than HTTP, which is
designed to prevent intermediate attacks.
- AES is also used to encrypt WiFi on the router when combined with the popular WPA2
protocol; it's called AES / WPA2. Other security protocols used with WPA2 are TKIP
older than AES and are believed to be no longer secure. AES is also used to support
SSL encryption
• TWO-FACTORS AUTHENTICATION
- Authentication using two factors (English: Two-factor authentication, abbreviated as
2FA) is a handy security feature, which helps users avoid the risk of being logged into
unauthorized network accounts, Terms such as Google account (Gmail), Facebook
account, or account of the pre-encrypted trading platform, ....
- Aforementioned is an authentication process that requires two factors that depend on
each other to prove the correctness of an identity. Two-factor authentication is based
on the information the user knows (email, password), in addition to using the username
or email address and password, the user must also enter the 2FA security code to prove
identity to log in.
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Post / 2 step / trackingID
Callback
HTTP OK

- With two linked factors, hackers will find it extremely challenging to steal all the
information. If one of the two elements is taken, it's not enough for hackers to use. This
method ensures a lot more protection than the traditional authentication method based
on an email and password factor.
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06. ROADMAP

The roadmap below has been divided into 7 stages. Each stage represents an advancement in
platform technology, licensing and partnerships in order to grow the ecosystem, and the token’s
utility within it, for the benefit of members.

2025

- Top 10 cryptocurrencies (based on trading volume)
- Establish Representative Office in more than
20 countries
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2021

- Licenses in the EU and Australia markets
- Strategic cooperation with the best
exchanges: Binance, Bittrex, ..
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2020

- Listing EGC on the cryptocurrency exchanges
- Developing Asian markets: China, Korea,
Japan, Russia,...
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December of Southeast Asia

- International Investor Conference Event
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September - Launching ElgalCoin's Wallet application
- ElgalCoin's Token (EGC) Release
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- Complete the inspection

August - Licensed in United States of America
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- Developing Southeast Asia market
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- Gathered the Founders team
- Research and development of the platform
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07. EGC TOKEN

• TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
- Total Supply:
- Symbol:
- Token Standard:
- System Based:
- 1st Stage:
Company Fund:
Core Team:
Interest & Bonus:
- Remaining Stages:
2nd Stage:
3rd Stage:
4th Stage:
5th Stage:

720,000,000
EGC
ERC20
Ethereum
432,000,000
64,800,000
43,200,000
324,000,000
288,000,000
72,000,000
72,000,000
72,000,000
72,000,000

• 1ST STAGE: 432,000,000 - September 2019
- Company Reserved Fund: 64,800,000
The fund uses for paying the costs of hardware systems required tools and offices.
Besides, managing for signing events, cooperating and expanding the target market in
each stage of development.
- Core Team: 43,200,000
Here is considered a reward for the core team of the company, such as the Founder
Council, Market Development team, Product Development team, the Technology
Research team, Support team ... With greatness contributions to the formation and
development of the company, they deserve this incredible reward.
- Interest & Bonus: 324,000,000
The funds will be available for paying bonus, interest to the investors and the members
who use the ElgalCoin's wallet with the saving mode. Moreover, the investor(s) can use
EGC (from bonus) to activate the investment package(s) and earn much more income.
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07. EGC TOKEN

• REMAINING STAGES: 288,000,000
- EGC will be released to ensure that liquidity and incentives will be available to distribute
to interest and affiliates to grow the network.
2nd Stage:
72,000,000
March 2020
3rd Stage:
72,000,000
September 2020
4th Stage:
72,000,000
March 2021
5th Stage:
72,000,000
September 2021

• TOKEN ROADMAP
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08. DISCLAIMER

To make the best use of this whitepaper we highly recommend you to go through all the pages
so that you come to know about the Revolutionary Idea the ElgalCoin's platform brings for the
users.
In case, if you convince yourself to use this platform, then you are requested to seek
independent advice from only professional Advisors covering the legal and financial
aspects in case of any doubt or confusion.
This Disclaimer is intended for all members of ElgalCoin's platform with those people who
are reading or have access to this documentation (whitepaper) regardless of the medium of
communication or platform.
All the information provided in this document is solely for education & awareness regarding
the project and in any circumstances should not be treated as any kind of financial advice or
invitation to participate in an investment scheme.
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